
Onfire’s digital flexibility is the answer to evolving school schedules 
and instructional plans.  Spark LMS and digital content provides the 
technology and support to implement your learning model.

The platform meets the learning needs of every teacher and 
student—from fully online options to blended classrooms and 
personalized learning.  We customize a delivery model that fits 
your school needs.

Utilize our pre-loaded standards based curriculum as is, customize 
and edit as needed or create new courses with ease. Onfire allows 
teachers to address the interests and learning styles of each student.  
Spark makes it simple to deliver content, view student's progress, 
assess their needs, adapt instruction and provide support as needed.

Information concerning student progress allows teachers to make 
data-driven decisions to differentiate instruction for each student. 
Teachers can also issue a final grade directly from their dashboard.  

Empowering Students
Digital Learning Anywhere

Empowering Teachers
Personalized Learning for Each Student

Product Details

Email info@onfirelearning.com for more information.

The platform and content is hosted within 
the highly-scalable AWS environment 

OnFire Learning provides school districts with a turn-key, 
teacher-editable, standards-aligned, fully-digital curriculum platform for 
all subjects (6th-12th) + STEM/CTE electives.

Schools can also choose to add an accredited General Ed Associate 
Degree (A.S.) in the very same platform.



Enrollment and Reporting
For administrators, teachers, and mentors, Spark integrates with 
many existing district systems, reduces system complexity, 
simplifies administration, and provides intelligent reporting and 
analytics to enable data-driven decisions.  

Course Catalog
Spark offers 100+ courses designed to engage and inspire every 
student.  Each course is built and aligned to the Common Core 
Standards and Objectives.  The curriculum provides rigor and the 
assessments provide feedback to differentiate instruction.

Client Results
Onfire Learning’s partner schools and districts use digital learning 
to provide a world of opportunities to their students. We've worked 
with large and small schools and districts in urban and rural settings 
across the country.

Implementation and Support
We know that it’s not easy to start using something new. Our team is 
ready to train and support all users with the highest quality of service. 

Platform and curriculum grades 6-12 for only $600 / student / semester.
Platform, curriculum, certified-teachers grades 6-12 for only $2,100 / 
student / semester.
Platform and Accredited General Ed Degree (A.S.) for only $1,750 / 
student / semester with unlimited access to transferable college credits.

Spark allows me to spend time with 
students who need a little more help 
in certain areas. It's powerful to 
watch their faces light up as they 
grasp concepts and realize they are 
capable of doing the work.

Rishelle M.

As a teacher, when you teach a 
hundred and fifty kids a day, there 
is no practical way to manage 
them without a system like Spark.

Betty D.
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